
                           "FMTC is a tremendous value for publishers who syndicate 
a high volume of merchant ads compared to the labor cost of curating 
a similar volume of ads at a similar quality." -Jason S., Rakuten Rewards

                              "We recommend FMTC to all our advertising merchant 
partners.  We advise it is the best way to scale their program with 
multiple partners." -D. Flannery, Groupon

Generate sales or revenue through our publisher account.
Promote brands or merchants directly to the consumer.
Process non-English data.

Empower merchants and publishers to monetize content more effectively.
Partner with over 20 affiliate networks and SAAS platforms in the US, UK, CA and AU.
Ingest offer content and product feeds from tens of thousands of merchants.

FMTC does

A data aggregation platform with a systematic approach to reducing friction in the 
affiliate ecosystem, allowing merchants and publishers to manage content more efficiently.

FMTC doesn't

Publishers: Contact Publisher Sales: jason.kalish@fmtc.co
Merchants: Approve our application to get your content 
included today, at no cost to you! 

FMTC is FMTC isn't
A network or a traditional affiliate that drives sales or revenue - 
instead, we use our publisher account to ingest merchant data.

Get Started TodayWhat FMTC Does for Advertisers, Brands & Merchants

What FMTC Does for Affiliates & Publishers
Normalize and standardize merchant-supplied, text-based content.
Test destination URLs and coupon codes.
Categorize offers and content by vertical, deal and link types, and audience.
Rank deals by audience-resonating attributes like coupon codes and free shipping.
Streamline over 150,000 offers and content into a single API data feed.

Normalize, test, categorize, rank and streamline content for a set of top-tier publishers.
Boost exposure with deal alerts, pushed deals, and dashboard features.*
Accelerate processing to get offers and content in front of publishers faster.*
Share deal and program alerts on publisher dashboards, emails and social feeds.*
Feature merchant programs in FMTC's merchant spotlight blog and Program Directory.*

What FMTC's Clients are Saying

 FMTC for Merchants: What is FMTC? // 2023

Click here to learn more about our Freemium and *Premium Merchant Solutions

Click here to learn more about our Data Feed Solutions

Publisher Sales 
jason.kalish@fmtc.co

General Questions
support@fmtc.co

Merchant Services
helen.kembery@fmtc.co

fmtc.co
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